Assessment Final Data Reporting Timeline

September 23rd
- **Targeted Audience**: District and School Administrators, DTCs, Data Teams
- School- and district-level **assessment data** available for viewing in the Accountability Reporting application and OSTP Data Portal
- **District/Administrator toolkit** released to support local score interpretations
- OSDE-led support **webinar** with question and answer session (recording will be posted)

September 28th
- **Targeted Audience**: District and School Administrators, DTCs, Instructional Coaches, and Teachers
- **Teacher toolkit** released to support local analysis of performance data in the OSTP Data Portal
- OSDE-led support **webinars** with question and answer session (recording will be posted)

September 30th
- **Targeted Audience**: Stakeholders
- **Participation rates**, **enrollment trends**, and **performance data** available on the Oklahoma Data Matrix
- Final data available in the OSTP **Parent Portal**

October 5th
- **Targeted Audience**: District and School Administrators, Teachers, Counselors
- Districts and schools can use the **Partnering with Families toolkit** to aid families in interpreting their student's assessment scores prior to the arrival of paper reports
- OSDE support **video** that highlights best practices for partnering with and supporting families